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EFFECTS OF MICROWAVE RADIATIONS ON BEHAVIORAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL, 
AND PATHOLOGICAL RESPONSES IN LABORATORY ANIMALS 

211B00046 

This p~oposal is to establish a new research program at Battelle

Northwest entitled "Effects of Microwave Radiations on Behavioral, 

Physiological, and Pathological Responses in Laboratory Animals" under 

contract with the Office of Naval Research. The program proposed herein 

is an expanded version of that started in FY 1969 at the.Naval Radiological 

Defense· Lab.oratory, San Francisco, funded by the Bureau of Medicine and 

Surgery. 

GENERAL BACKGROUND 

Increasingly, microwave radiation is being used for radio communi

cation, navigation, detection andtracking inmilitary and civilian 

operations. The available sources are increasing in power level and, 

consequently, the exposure hazard is increasing •. The populations that 

are exposed·incidentally andoccupationally are increasing in size-also. 

In situations where several.powerful microwave sources are located in a 

smallarea.with.a.high population density, such as on.a modern naval 

vessel,· itis particulaily. important to maintain a surveillance on 

potentially hazardous operating conditions. Such situations also 
I 

emphasize the need for frequent reevaluation of adopted "safe levels" 

of personnel exposure.according to current research and medical findings. 

For many years, the "safe· level" of. exposure used in this country 

-generally has been a field power density of 10 mW/cm2 under conditions 

of continuous exposure. In 1966; the USA Standards Institute published 

a permissible level value of 10 mW/cm2 averaged over any 0.1 hour, which 
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set a limit for intermittent exposure, and the Bureau of Medicine and 

Surgery of the U.S. Department of the Navy published a more stringent 

limit for intermittent exposure, namely, the same power density averaged 

over any possible 0.5 minute interval (NAVSHIPS 0900-005-8000). These 

lim~ts are higher than those adopted by most other countries. Those 

adopted by the USSR perhaps are the most conservative. The Soviet 

regulations include specification of occupational exposure conditions (e.g., 

6-hr work day) and average power densities for various durations of 

exposure: 1 mW/cm2/15-20 min, with protective goggles; 0.1 mW/cm2/2 hrs; 

and 0.01 mW/crn.2/24 hrs (Vavala, 1968). The latter value is 1000 times 

' lower than the permissible level frequently used in the United States. 

SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND 

The lack of general agreement on acceptable levels of personnel 

exposure appears to result from _a. paucity of the fundamental biological 

information needed for a rational evaluation·of the hazard. A number of 

collected works and reviews of research and clinical investigations have 

been published (see Bibliography for a partial listing), but it is 

evident that presently there is no biological theory of the interactions 

of microwaves with living systems sufficient to accommodate the full 

range of effects that have been reported. Absorption of incident energy 

within the mass of a large body occurs most efficiently at mid-frequencies, 

in the range from 0.4 to 10 GHz (Schwan and Piersol, 1954; Schwan and Li, 

1956). At still lower frequencies, little absorption occurs, while at 

still higher frequencies, greater absorption occurs but is limited to the 

most superficial tissues., The complex pattern of energy absorption 
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within the body at mid-range frequencies is determined by the size, 

shape and distribution of different types of tissue that differentially 

absorb, diffract or reflect the energy, according to the physical

chemical properties of the tissues and the frequency of the microwaves. 

With exposures to fields of high energy density, a general heating of 

the body occurs which can exceed the heat-dissipation capacity of the whole 

animal or particular organs (e.g., the ocular lens). Abnormal physio

logical reactions, frank tissue pathology and even prompt death can 

result from the hyperthermia (Westin, 1968). The permissible microwave 

exposure l_evel of 10 mW/cm2 used in this country is based on the supposition 

that the personnel hazard is almost exclusively limited to this type of 

effect. However, several mechanisms for more specific effects have been 

proposed (Tomberg, 1961; Westin, 1968), including localized thermal 

effects resulting from highly variable absorption at specific sites and 

various frequency-dependent electrical and chemical effects on particles 

and molecules. 

Several recent experimental studies have shown that structural and 

functional alterations can result from exposure at energy levels lower 

than those that would be expected to produce the effects simply by general 

.heating. In investigations with mid-range frequency microwaves, such 

effects as the following have been reported: 

1. Prompt neural vascular and glial cell reactions in rats with 

continuous exposure to 10-cm waves at less than 10 mW/cm2 density for 

30 minutes (Tolgskaya, 1959) . 

2. Increased conduction rate in frog nerve preparation (in vitro) 

with pulsed expos~re to 10-cm waves (1 µsec pulses, 10 pps) with an 

average power density of 3-5 mW/cm2 for 20 minutes (Kamenskii, 1964). 
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3. Elicitation of evoked responses in the brain stem of the cat 

with the onset of pulsed exposure to 20- and 25-cm waves (10 µsec pulses, 

ranging from 8 to 130 pps ) , with a threshold power density of about 30 

µW/cm2 average.· (Frey, 1967). 

4. Prompt alterations in the heart rate of the rabbit with 'continuous 
. 2 

exposure to 12.5-cm waves at power densities ranging from 7 to 12 mW/cm 

and, more effectively, with pulsed exposure to 10-cm waves (1 µsec pulses, 

. 2 
700 pps) with an average power density of 3,5 mW/cm for 20 minutes (Presman 

and Levitina, 1962a; 1962b). 

5. Increased sensitivity of scotopic (dark-adapted) vision in the 

human following continuous exposure of the eye to 10-cm waves with a power 

density of l mW/cm
2 for 10 minutes (Matuzov, 1959). 

6. Perception of 11RF sound" by humans with exposure of the temporal 

region of the head to a variety of pulsed waves (3- to 23-cm waves, 1 to. 

2000 µsec pulses, 27 to 400 pps) w~th threshold power densities ranging 

from 0.4 to 7,1 mW/cm2 average (Frey, 1961: 1962). 

Effects such as these, and clinical studies reporting the development 

of symptoms of malaise (e.g., neurasthenia, autonomic dystonia) with re

peated occupational exposures to microwaves, have provided the basis for 

setting permissible exposure levels in the USSR. The impossibility of 

specifying the exposure fields and the lack of adequate age_and/or 

occupational control groups in the clinical studies severely limits 

their usefulness in evaluating 11 safe limitsrr of occupational exposure. 

While the experimental effects demonstrate the great sensitivity of some 

neurophysiological systems to microwaves, they are reported to be 

transient. The extent to which such effects might interfere with per

formance or affect health has yet to be dete;rmined. To provide a rational 
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basis for evaluating hazardous effects of low-energy exposures, a more 

complete biological characterization of such experimental effects is 

needed. 

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY 

The general purpose of this program is to provide biological infor

mation needed to assess the hazards to personnel of exposure to microwave 

radiations. Experimental studies with mammals will be undertaken to 

determine physiological, behavioral and pathological effects of single, 
---:--~ 

repeated and long-duration exposures to microwaves at various wavelengths. 

In addition, prompt responses to microwaves, including those occurring 

during exposure, will be investigated. 

Initially, the microwave parameters to be used will be comparable 

to those of standard U.S. Navy radar sources. Accord~ngly, microwaves 

that are pulsed at rates ranging from 50 to 300 pulses per second (pps), 

or more, and in frequency ranging from 1 to 10 GHz will be of interest. 

Over this range of frequencies (corresponding to wavelengths ranging 

from 30- to 3-cm), absorption of energy in moist tissues remains fairly 

,constant, while depth of penetration undergoes a marked attenuation. 

At each frequency tested, an average power density of 10 mW/cm
2 will be 

used initially to represent the permissible continuous exposure level 

frequently employed. In the absence of effect on any given test of 

behavioral or physiological function, the power level wil_l be increased 

to test for the presence of a safety factor, to an upper limit of 

100 mW/cm
2 average. - However, if the 10 mW/cm2 exposure results in an 

alteration in the function tested, the field density will be'reduced to 
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obtain an eslimate of .the threshold level. 
I 

In most series, a mid-range 

pulse repetition rate (100 or 200 pps) will be employed initially. 

Other repetition rates then will be tested for their relative effectiveness 

in producing the alteration at the same average power density as that 
) 

used initially. To obtain any particular average field power for a 

given repetition rate, the peak power will be adjusted appropriately. 

Since these investigations are designed to assess possible acute and 

cumulative effects that are within the range of exposure conditions for 

\ 

operational personnel, single and multiple exposures, each of 1 hour or 

more duration, usually will be employed. 

This general strategy conceivably could be applied to each of the 

several functional tests that will be used (see Functional Test Methods, 

below). However, logistical considerations alone preclude this, and a 

complete assessment, even at a single frequency, will be reserved for 

testing functions that are found to ,be particularly sensitive. Otherwise, 

sampling experiments will be performed, guided generally by this strategy. 

MICROWAVE EXPOSURE METHODS 

It is not readily possible to measure the absorbed energy (dose) 

with exposure to microwaves of mid-range frequencies, due to the gross 

inhomogeneity of tissues of the body. In the absence of a dose measure, 

careful specification of the exposure conditions and microwave field 

properties is necessary, including wave length (or frequency), field 

intensity (average and peak values), and geometry at the position of 

the animal. It is necessary .i,,lso to specify whether the source is 

modulated and the modulation characteristics. (modulation "envelope, 11 
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pulse period, duty cycle or repetition rate, beam movement, etc.), 

since these properties might also prove to be parameters of some effects. 

Inhomogeneities of the exposure field due to variations in field shape 

(lateral fall-off) and antenna distance (inverse-square fall-off) within 

the region occupied by the test animal can be described and standardized. 

Those inho~ogeneities produced by reflection and diffraction at inter

faces at the surface and within the animal's body can be standardized 

within limits imposed by wavelength. Field inhomogeneities produced 

by scatter of microwaves by reflection into the animal's space from 

surrounding surfaces can be largely eliminated by using a specifically 

designed, "anechoic" chamber lined with microwave,-absorber material. 

Although rranechoic 11 microwave chambers most frequently are used to test 

transmitting and recei'ying antennas they have also been used to provide 

controlled exposures of animals and material. 

For use in this program, an "anechoic 11 exposure chamber will be 

constructed inside a radio-frequency (RF) shielded room (11 x 22 ft, 10 

ft high). It is designed for use with 3 GHz microwaves to provide 

greater than 30 db attenuation of radiation reflected from chamber 

surfaces into a 2 ft 3 animal-exposure space. Attenuation of scatter 

will be slightly less for lower frequencies and at least as great for 

higher frequencies. The animal-exposure space will be located about 

10 ft from a high-gain horn antenna, in the far range (Fraunhofer), 

and variations in 11free-field" energy from lateral and inverse-square 

fall-off within the test space is expected to be 20% or less. Power 

to the antenna will be supplied by an appropriately modulated klystron 

(or magnetron) located outside the RF room and connected to the antenna 
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through wave-guides with appropriate monitoring and attenuation sections 

inserted as required. Air-conditioning adequate to maintain a reasonably 

stable ambient temperature in the_test space will be incorporated. 

Visualization of the animal-exposure space will be provided by an RF. 

shielded "window" located in the wall of the room adjacent to the horn 

mounting plate. 

In the investigation of some functions, such as the effects of 

repeated exposures to microiraves on longevity, the use of the 11 anechoic 11 

chamber for exposure of each animal for several hours daily would be 

inefficient. To use the chamber for multiple-animal exposures would 

defeat the design of the cha~ber by the reintroduction of scattered 

radiation to each animal's position by reflection from nearby animals. 

To provide an efficient means for multiple-animal exposure of small 

mammals, such as mice, the-feasibility of using modified commercial 

microwave ovens will be investigated. In such ovens, the enclosure 

constitutes a resonating chamber with a highly nonuniform power field. 

This inhomogeneity is enhanced by the presence of animals placed in the 

oven. If each animal is located in a standard position (inside a thin

walled plastic container), an arrangement might be obtained that would 

provide differential exposure levels, indexed by position. A suitable 

oven will be modified to provide controlled reduction of power delivered 

to the oven cavity and methods of indexing field power, by position, will 

pe developed. To physically index field power, the rate of heat loading 

during exposure of freshly killed mice, with all positions filled, will 

be used. _To validate this procedure, a 11biological dosimetry" method 

will be tested for each animal according to position using the latency 

.· 
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from the start of exposure to detection of a biological end-point, such 

as an ~lteration in o2 consumption. Depending on the particular oven 

selected for this use, 32.8 cm or 12.2'cm microwaves, continuous wave or 

pulsed at 120 pps, will be used. 

FUNCTIONAL TEpT METHODS 

Subjects in clinical studies of occupational exposure to microwaves 

variously report symptoms of malaise (e.g., fatigue, lassitude, headache, 

neurasthenia, etc.). In animal subjects, similar symptoms would be 

reflected by alterations in several behavioral and physiological functions. 

A variety of functional tests will be employed, therefore. The order in 

which these tests are introduced into the program will be determined jointly 

by (1) their immediate availability as based on prior development and 

use at the Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory, (2) the rapidity with 

which each.new test can be fabric~ted and standardized at this laboratory 

and (3) the logistics of scheduling exposure time on the microwave 

facilities that are currently pianned. Emphasis will be placed on the 

early development and use of those tests that require least time for 

preparation and training of animals and that simultaneously, on~ priori 

grounds, are most likely to show sensitivity of the animals to microwave 

radiations. As indicated above, an expansion to a more complete testing 

sequence of microwave exposure parameters will be made of functions that 

in sampling experiments are found to be particularly sensitive to low-

level microwave exposure. Conse'quently, continued sampling of other 

functions will be slowed or, alternatively, additional exposure and 

testing facilities will be established. 
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Two types of tests will be used to test postexposure changes in level 

of central nervous system (CNS) activation, In the first, the level of 

stimulation required to arouse the rabbit from a sleep-like state 

induced by reflex immobilization will be used. This state is induced 

in the rabbit by temporarily restraining it in the supine position (Klemm, 

1966; Hunt, 1969). By a procedure parallel to that used by Klemm ( 1965) , 

the intensity of an electrocutaneous stimulus required to produce an 

alteration in respiratory movement, electroencephalographic potentials, 

and behavioral arousal will be used to index activation threshold. 

Should this threshold be altered by a previous microwave exposure, 

alternative modes of stimulation (e.g., auditory, mechanocutaneous) 

will be employed to test for the generality of the effect. The second 

type of CNS activation test assesses changes in sensitivity to stimulation 

in the waking animal, and will consist of determining the electroconvulsive 

shock (ECS) threshold in the rat following exposure (Schwartzbaum tl'al., 

1958). In mice, a similar test is avail~ble using audiogenic seizure 

threshold measurements. 

A more precise method of determining the capacity of the animal to 

maintain its normal level of central activation is to assess its alert

ness in a v~gilance task. Rats are trained to depress a lever for a 

reward when ~~ed by one visual stimulus that is presented repeatedly, 

but to withhold responding to a second stimulus that infrequently is 

interspersed in the sequence (Kornetsky and Bain, 1965). On this task, 

errors of commission as well as omission will be used to characterize 

the performance. 

Sensory functions will,9e investigated in rabbits to detect post

exposure alterations. Classical conditioning techniques will be employed, 
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with cutaneous shock serving as the unconditioned stimulus and autonomic 

reactions (respiratory movement and heart rate) serving as the conditioned 

response (Schneiderman et al., 1966). Threshold intensity determinations 

for visual and auditory stimuli will be employed initially. 

Whereas the microwave-exposed animal might not exhibit alterations 

behaviorall~ or physiologically when returned to its normal environment, 

latent alterations might become evident if the animals were subjected 

to other, stressful environments that call upon compensatory mechanisms 

for homeostasis. Using this approach, alterations in the animal's 

reserves will be tested. Tiese tests initially will be made with rats 

by subjecting them immediately after exposure to an extreme environment 

(e.g., thermal and/or pressure) or to a continuous, fatiguing task. 

The physiological responses to extreme environments will be obtained 

by measurement of thermoregulation (heat production, heat dissipation, 

thermal gradients), cardiovascular r,egulation (EKG patterns, heart 

rate, vascular reactivity) and respiratory gas exchange (02 , CO2 and RQ) 

(Phillips, 1969). The response to imposition of a fatiguing task will 

employ swimming (Casarett, 1969) or running (Castanera ~t al., 1969) tests. 

Time duration of adequate performance will be used to assess the behavior, 

and cardiovascular and deep-body temperature measurements made during 

and following exercise can be used to characterize the task burden 

physiologically. In the swimming test, environmental temperature 

stresses can be added by shaving the animals and altering the temperature 

of the water in which they swim. 

Another series of investigations will be undertaken to determine 

the longevity and metaboli~ balance of mice exposed intermittently (for 

./-' 
)v(!V, "{ ,_,,.N·'(''l 
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daily periods of 4-6 hours duration, 5 days a week) throughout their 

adult life. In this series, the presumption is that microwave exposure 

acts as a specific or a nonspecific stressor ~hat affects the rate or 
' 

nature of the aging process. This series will be initiated following 

determination of the feasibility of using microwave ovens for multiple-

animal exposures. 

It is expected that other tests, in addition to those described 

above, will be developed and used, either as substitutes for tests 

that fail to be sensitive or to obtain supplementary information on 

functions that are found to be sensitive to micro{raves. In addition, 

some of the presently proposed tests, such as the arousal threshold 

measurement in the rabbit, would be useful for investigation of prompt 

responses that might occur during microwave exposure. The development 

of these tests depends on solving the problem of electrodes and 

transducers acting as antennas in a ,microwave field, and an 

effort will be made in this direction. 

PLANS FOR THE FIRST YEAR 

This program is expected to require several years of effort to develop 

information on physiological and behavioral effects of microwaves. In 

the near absence of information on such functional effects, plans beyond 

the first year 1 s efforts cannot be drawn reliably. Accordingly, the level 

of support needed beyond the first year will depend largely on the outcomes 

of some of the first experiments, although it is anticipated that costs 

associated with the calibration, operation and modification (e.g. , frequency 

change) of the microwave sources will not diminish. 
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Specific plans for the first year call for the following: 

1. Outfitting of an 11anechoic 11 exposure chamber in the RF-shielded 

room, including modification and installation of a 10-cm source, field 

calibration, and "anechoic" testing. 

2. Selection and modification of a microwave oven and completion of 

the study of the feasibility of using it ·for multiple-animal exposures. 

If this use is feasible, a mouse longevity study will be initiated by the 

year' s ending. 

3. Microwave experiments of the following functions will be initiated: 

Arousal Threshold (rabbit); Vigilance Task (rat), Cold Stress Reactions 

(rat), and Fatigue Swimming Test (rat). 

4. Standardization of the arrangement for classical conditioning 

and sensory threshold measurements for the rabb_it will be completed. 

During this first year's period, the procurement of a 3-cm source 

· I for the 11anechoicn chamber will b~. undertaken. 

GENERAL FACILITIES 

The Pacific Northwest .J;.~bar.at.o;ry, Richland, Washington, is operated by the 
------------· 

Battelle Memorial Institute under contract AT(45-l)-1830 with the United 

States Atomic Energy Commission. This contract provides· for reimbursement 

to the USAEC for the use of AEC facilities and equipment on behalf of 

other sponsors of research. Battelle-Northwest has a staff of more than 

2,800, more than 100 of whom are in the Biology Department of the 

Environmental and Life Sciences Division. 

Three laboratories, totalling 2400 ft 2 and outfitted for microwave 

exposure and for physiological and behavioral research, are expected to 

. ' 
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be available for use on this program. The animal maintenance facilities, 

air conditioned, are operated in accordance with the 11 Principles 

of Laboratory Animal Care as Established by the National Society 

for Medical Research." Complete engineering service, fabrication 

services, mathematical and statistical analysis, library, and management 

and accounting services are available on site. 

SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 

An RF-shielded room (11 x 22 ft, 10 ft high), to be furnished 

by the Naval Material Command, will be made into an "anechoicrr chamber 
~ .. ~ ... --·-·-•-"•-·- .. -----··· ~ ............ --·· -·- .. 

for use for "far field" exposure to microwaves. A 10-cm klystron 

source will be used initially. 
I 

Most of the special physiological and behavioral items of equipment 

will be furnished for this program by the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery 

and the Naval Material Command, transferred from the Naval Radiological 

Defense Laboratory, San Francisco. The major items are: 

' Polygraphs : Grass Model P7 (two) , 6 and 8 channels. 

Grass Model 5, 4 channel. 

Brush dual-trace (BL202) oscillograph (two) 

Oscilloscopes: Tektronix 532, 533A. 

Tektronix 502, 565 (dual-trace) 

Environmental cold chamber and controls. 

Telethermometers (Yellow Springs) and probes. 

Gas analysis apparatus, including precision flowraters (Fisher-Porter). 

Operant conditioning boxes (two) and controls (Lehigh Valley). 

Auditory, visual, vibratory and electricaf stimulators and controls. 

Treadmills (two) , for dogs and rats , with controls . 
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Miscellaneous equipment items include: 

• Amplifiers and power supplies (several) . 

Telemetry system (Bio-Link). 

Stimulator (Grass, S4). 

Drink-o-meter system, 12 channel (Lehigh Valley). 

Counter-timer (two) ( Systron). 

Function generator (Hewlett-Packard). 

Assorted. electrodes and physiological transd1lcers. 

Assorted timers and control timers. 

Withdrawal-infusion pumps (two) (Harvard). 

Rabbit and rat holders. 

. ' 
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